Empowering Research

Historical Newspapers: U.S. Collection can be used by researchers for:

- **Regional Insights**: Enables deep research into local and state news, uncovering information often overlooked or unavailable in national and international sources.
- **Historical Narratives**: These primary sources help researchers interpret how local newspapers documented pivotal events, offering an authentic local perspective on civil rights movements, wars, and natural disasters.
- **Political Analysis**: Assists researchers in understanding the complexities of politics, elections, and local and state governments.

Key Features

- **Comprehensive Coverage**: Offers access to 130+ newspaper titles, spanning from the first historical edition to present, across 34 U.S. States and expanding.
- **Digitized Images**: Researchers can explore each newspaper edition exactly as it was originally printed, including news articles, graphics, photos, advertisements, obituaries, and cartoons, enhancing their research.
- **Enhanced Search**: The intuitive homepage allows for precise filtering by newspaper title or U.S. state, ensuring focused results.
- **Serves Multiple Disciplines**: The ability to research local perspectives across time and compare regions can be applied to a broad variety of fields including history, sociology, journalism, political science, media studies, and more.

Learn more about ProQuest Historical Newspapers

About ProQuest

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.